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1 Field of application

This Regulation establishes general and uniform requirements to manuscripts of 
the monographs prepared to be published in the republican and foreign publishing 
houses.

2 Normative references

This Regulation uses references to the following legislative and normative 
documents:

- The state standard No. 7.60-2003. Interstate standard. System of standards on 
information, librarianship and publishing. Publications. Main types. Terms and 
definitions;

- The state standard No. 7.32-2017. Interstate standard. System of standards on 
information, librarianship and publishing. Research report. Structure and rules of 
drawing up;

- The state standard No. 7.1-2003. Interstate standard. System of standards on 
information, librarianship and publishing. Bibliographic record. Bibliographical 
description. General requirements and rules of drawing up;

- The state standard No. 7.4-95. Interstate standard. System of standards on 
information, librarianship and publishing. Publications. Output information;

- The state standard No. 7.9-95. Interstate standard. System of standards on 
information, librarianship and publishing. Summary and abstract. General 
requirements;

- The state standard No. 7.86-2003. Interstate standard. System of standards on 
information, librarianship and publishing. Publications. General requirements to a 
publishing abstract;

- ST RK 2383-2013 National standard of the Republic of Kazakhstan. System of 
standards on information, librarianship and publishing. Publications. Output 
information. General requirements and rules of drawing up;

- Standard rules of activity of the educational organizations, implementing 
educational programs of higher and (or) postgraduate education, approved by the 
order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 
October 30, 2018 No. 595 (with amendments and additions as o f29.12.2021);

- The rules of conferring degrees approved by the order of the Minister of 
Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated March 31, 2011 No. 127 
(with amendments and additions as o f 09.03.2021);

- The rules of conferring academic ranks (associate professor, professor), 
approved by the order of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan dated March 31, 2011 No. 128 (with amendments and additions as of 
07.07.2021).

- DP V -  01 - Management of documented information.
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3 Terms and definitions

Terms and definitions are used in accordance with the state standard No. 7.60
2003 in this Regulation. Interstate standard. System of standards on information, 
librarianship and publishing. Publications. Main types. Terms and definitions.

4 General provisions

4.1 The results of scientific, scientific and technical, scientific and 
methodological and educational and methodological work of the academic teaching 
staff, doctoral students, graduate students and university students can be published in 
the form of a publication in accordance with the state standard No. 7.60-2003. 
Interstate standard. System of standards on information, librarianship and publishing. 
Publications. Main types. Terms and definitions, an extract from which is presented 
in the Appendix A.

4.2 A monograph is a description of the results of solution of the particular 
problem achieved by one or more authors.

4.3 A descriptive part of the studied area, including an overview of the used 
sources, as well as presentation of the widely known information, presented in the 
introduction of the monograph, should not exceed 10% of the total volume.

The master's dissertation concerns a solution of the specific problem as follows 
from its content and cannot be presented as the monograph.

4.4 The manuscripts of the monographs, regardless of the publishing house where 
the monograph will be published, are subjected to mandatory consideration at the 
Scientific and Technical Council of the University, and in some cases, it is subjected 
to additional consideration at the Academic Council of the University.

4.5 To receive scientific and academic degrees, as well as academic ranks, the 
monograph must be recommended by the Academic Council of the University, have 
reviews of two doctors of science in the field of science in the direction of the 
monograph, have ISBN, volume is not less then 6 printed sheets per a candidate for a 
degree and meet a number of other specific requirements specified in the Rules of 
degrees awarding and the Rules of conferring academic ranks (associate professor, 
professor).

5 General requirements to manuscripts of the monographs

5.1 When drawing up a manuscript of the monograph, it is complied with the 
general requirements, which are more completely specified in the state standard No.
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7.32-2017 Interstate Standard. System of standards on information, librarianship and 
publishing. Research report. Structure and rules of drawing up.

As a rule, the monograph includes such sections as: introduction, main part, 
conclusion and list of the used sources.

The introduction should contain an assessment of the current state of the solved 
scientific or technical problem. Relevance and novelty of the topic, a connection of 
this work with other research works are shown. The obligatory contribution of each 
co-author in the form of text and links to sections (subsections) of the monograph is 
indicated. It is allowed to present the contribution of the authors in the bibliographic 
record (on the second page, after the title page).

The main part should contain a generalization and assessment of the research 
results, including an assessment of the completeness of the problem solution, an 
assessment of the obtained results reliability and their implementation into 
production.

The conclusion should contain: short conclusions of the results of conducted 
research and development, the assessment of the completeness of the determined 
tasks solution, the development of recommendations of the specific usage of research 
and development results and its assessment of the scientific and technical level in 
comparison with the best world achievements in this area.

It is not allowed to repeat a description of the problem, described in the 
introduction, in the conclusion, since the monograph is a summary of the author's 
(authors') own scientific achievements.

The list of used sources should contain information about the sources, used 
when conducting the research and development and writing the manuscript of the 
monograph. Moreover, one of the main requirements to the monographs is to 
have not less then five references to own articles of each co-author on the topic 
of the monograph in the peer-reviewed journals.

Information about the sources is given in accordance with the requirements of the 
state standard No. 7.1-2003 System of standards on information, librarianship and 
publishing. Bibliographic record. Bibliographic description. General requirements 
and rules of drawing up.

The list includes all sources used by the authors when conducting the research 
and development and writing the manuscript of the monograph.

The information about the sources should be arranged in the order of appearance 
of the references to sources in the text of the monograph with Arabic numerals.

When making the list of sources, it is allowed to use various forms of the 
bibliographic description, but at the same time, any form should contain only the 
basic bibliographic information, which is necessary and sufficient for general 
description, identification and searching a document (source) - an object of the 
reference. Bibliographic references of the monograph are usually intended only for 
searching the source.

The bibliographic description of the document includes information about a title
Unauthorized copying the document is prohibited
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(full name of the author (s), title of the document), output data and quantitative 
description.

The bibliographic description of the source is presented as corresponding areas. 
Each area, except for the first one, is preceded by the character of full stop and dash (. 
-). A conventional separating character of full stop and dash can only be replaced by 
the full stop (.).

Names of all authors or the first three authors may be specified with addition of the 
words "and others" in the title of a link to the work of four or more authors.

It is allowed not to indicate its volume in the bibliographic reference to a book.
An appendix (if necessary) includes information that supplements the main part: 

intermediate mathematical proofs, formulas and calculations, tables of the auxiliary 
digital data, auxiliary illustrations etc.

5.2 In the manuscript of the monograph, particular attention should be paid on the 
list of used sources and formation of the output information that allows to identify the 
monograph and determine a reader's demand without referring to the full text of the 
monograph.

5.3 The output information is drawn up in accordance with the requirements of 
the state standard No. 7.4-95 Interstate standard. System of standards on information, 
librarianship and publishing. Publications. Output information.

5.4 The main element of the monograph's output information is an abstract.
The abstract gives general information about the document from the standpoint of 

its intended purpose as distinct from a summary.
The summary is more detailed information about the document, revealing the 

main actual information and conclusions without additional interpretation and 
comments of the author (authors).

If the abstract reveals what the document is about, then the summary says what 
exactly is reported in the document.

The summary is usually included in the research reports. The abstract is included 
in the monographs.

5.5 The abstract contains a description of the considered and solved problem, the 
obtained results. The abstracts indicate what is new in this monograph in comparison 
with others, related to a topic and purpose.

The abstract should have a laconic, specific linguistic form. Moreover, it should 
contain a succinct description, without secondary and extraneous information.

The volume of the abstract should not usually exceed 500-600 characters (10-12 
lines).

5.6 Examples of drawing up output information: title page, the second and 
last pages of the monographs are presented in the Appendix B.

5.7 Examples of the bibliographical description of the used sources are 
presented in the Appendix C.

5.8 To consider the manuscript of the monograph at the Scientific and Technical 
Council of the University, the author (authors) provide:
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- an application, addressed to a chairman of the Scientific and Technical Council 
with a request to give a recommendation for publishing the monograph in public 
sources or for restricted usage;

- an extract from the meeting of the department, where the manuscript of the 
monograph was reviewed and its level, a degree of completeness of the problem 
solution were given, the specific contribution of the author and co-authors (if 
available) was noted;

- two reviews (internal and external) from scientists, as per a sphere of the 
monograph;

- a reference of checking the manuscript of the monograph for anti-plagiarism 
issued by DRSU.
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Appendix А 
(informative)

EXTRACT
from the state standard No.7.60-2003, related to the main terms and 

definitions in the matter of publishing the results of scientific, scientific and 
technical, scientific and methodological and educational and methodological

works

1 General notions

Publication is a document intended for dissemination of the information 
contained in it, which has undergone editorial and publishing processing, 
independently drawn up, and which has the output information.

A document is understood as information recorded on the physical medium with 
requisites that allow to identify it.

Printed publication is a publication, obtained by printing or impressing, 
independently made by printing.

Electronic publication is a publication that requires a computer.

2 Types of publications
2.1 Types of publications as per periodicity

Non-periodical publication is a one-time publication that does not have 
continuation.

Periodic publication is a serial publication, published at specific time intervals, 
as a rule, with a constant number of issues for each year,which are not repeated in 
content, have the same type, are numbered and (or) dated issues, having the same 
title.

Periodicals can be daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, annual.

2.2 Types of publications as per a content of the main text

Mono-publication is a publication, containing one work.
Collection is a publication, containing a number of works.
Digest is a collection, containing the most interesting information reprinted from 

other publications.
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TYPES OF THE NON-PERIODICAL PUBLICATION

Types of publications as per an intended purpose

Official publication is a publication, published on behalf of state bodies, 
institutions, departments or public organizations, containing normative or directive 
information (law, decree).

Scientific publication is a publication, containing the results of theoretical and 
(or) experimental research, as well as cultural monuments and historical documents 
scientifically prepared for publishing.

Popular scientific publication is a publication, containing information about the 
theoretical and (or) experimental research in the field of science, culture and 
technology, presented in the form, which is intelligible for a reader, who is a non
specialist.

Production and practical publication is a publication, containing information 
about technology, techniques and organization of the production, as well as other 
areas of social practice, aimed at specialists of various qualifications.

Normative production and practical publication is an official publication, 
containing norms, rules and requirements in different areas of the production activity.

Educational publication is a publication, containing systematized information of 
scientific or applied nature, presented in the form, which is convenient for studying 
and teaching, and intended for students of different ages and levels of education.

Mass and political publication is a publication, containing a work of socio
political topics, agitation and propaganda, and is intended for a wide range of readers.

Reference publication is a publication, containing short information of a 
scientific or applied nature, arranged in the order, which is convenient for their quick 
search, not intended for continuous reading.

Information publication is a publication, containing the systematized 
information about documents (published, unpublished) or the result of analysis and 
generalization of information presented in the primary sources, issued by an 
organization, carrying out scientific information activity.

Restricted publication is a publication intended for usage by a strictly defined 
circle of people or institutions and marked with an appropriate stamp on the cover 
and / or title page.
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Types of publications as per an information content

Scientific and popular scientific publications

Monograph is a scientific or popular scientific publication, containing complete 
and comprehensive study of one problem or topic and belonging to one or several 
authors.

Collection of the scientific papers is a collection, containing research 
information of the scientific institutions, educational institutions or societies.

Proceedings of the conference (congress, symposium) is a non-periodic 
collection, containing the results of the conference in the form of reports, 
recommendations, decisions.

Preprint is a scientific publication, containing preliminary information, 
published before the release of the publication where it can be placed.

Prolegomena, introduction is a scientific or educational publication, containing 
primary information and basic principles of any science.

Theses of the reports of scientific conference (congress, symposium) is a 
scientific non-periodic collection, containing preliminary information published 
before the conference (abstracts, summaries of the reports).

Synopsis of the dissertation is a scientific publication in the form of a brochure 
containing the summary drawn up by the author, in terms of his research, submitted 
for receiving an academic degree.

Official and normative production publications

Manual is an official publication, containing the rules of regulating industrial and 
social activities or the usage of products and (or) services.

Standard is an official publication, containing a set of norms, rules, requirements 
to an object of standardization, which are established on the basis of the 
achievements of science, technology and advanced experience and approved in 
accordance with valid legislation.

Production and practical publications

Instructional and methodological publication is a production and practical 
publication, containing documents of a certain type and methodological 
recommendations for their usage, addressed to specialists to help with their practical 
activity within the framework of this institution.

Practical guide is a production and practical publication intended for getting 
knowledge and skills while performing a work.

Manual of practice is a practical guide, aimed at getting any production skills 
independently.
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Memo is a production and practical publication, which has a small volume, 
containing practical information, which is useful in the production activity or in 
everyday life.

Industrial catalogue is a catalogue, containing a systematized list of industrial 
products.

Educational publications

Student’s book is an educational publication, containing systematic presentation 
of an academic discipline, its section, part, according to an educational program, and 
officially approved as this type of publication.

Textbook is an educational publication, supplementing or replacing the student’s 
book partly or completely, officially approved as this type of publication.

Study guide is an educational publication, containing information about teaching 
methods, studying the academic discipline, its section, part or education.

Teaching aid is an educational art edition, containing information to help in 
studying, teaching or education.

Chrestomathy is an educational publication, containing literary, artistic, 
historical and other works or excerpts from them, which are an object of study of the 
academic discipline.

Practical exercise book is an educational publication, containing practical tasks 
and exercises that contribute to assimilation of the received knowledge.

Problem book is a practical exercise book, containing educational exercises.
Educational program is an educational publication that determines content, 

volume, as well as the order of studying and teaching an academic discipline, its 
section, part.

Education kit is a set of educational publications intended for a specific stage of 
education and including a student’s book, textbook, workbook, reference edition.

Reference editions and advertising publications

Encyclopedia is a reference publication containing, in a generalized form, basic 
information of one or all branches of knowledge and practice, presented in the form 
of articles arranged in alphabetical or systematic order.

Reference book is a reference publication that possesses an applied, practical 
nature, has a systematic structure or article titles, structured in alphabetical order.

According to their intended purpose, they are distinguished: scientific, mass and 
political, production and practical, educational, popular and household reference 
books.

Catalogue is an official, reference and (or) advertising publication, containing a 
systematized list of available items and services.
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Prospectus is a reference and (or) advertising publication containing a 
systematized list of services, items (description of one item) intended for release, sale 
or exhibiting.

Types of publications as per analytical and synthetic information processing

Bibliographical review is an informational publication that is a coherent 
narration about publications or documents in terms of a specific topic.

Abstract publication is an informational publication containing an ordered set of 
the bibliographic records, including the summaries.

Information sheet is an abstract non-periodical publication reflecting the 
information about advanced production experience or scientific and technological 
achievement.

Abstract collection is an abstract publication issued in the form of a collection.
Express information is a periodical abstract publication, containing extended 

and consolidated summaries of the most relevant foreign published information or 
domestic unpublished documents that require a prompt notification.

Translated publication is a publication containing a work, translated from any 
foreign language into a national language which the publication is addressed to.

Academic publication is a publication containing a scientifically verified text of 
the work and its different variants, carefully prepared, equipped with a large scientific 
and reference apparatus, including a detailed comment.

Types ofprinted publications, as per volume

Book is a book edition, which volume is over 48 pages.
Brochure is a book edition, which volume is more than 4, but not more than 48 

pages.
Leaflet is a loose-leaf edition, which volume is from 1 to 4 pages.

Types ofprinted publications, as per reissue

The first edition is a publication of the work that is released for the first time.
Reedition is a newly released publication of the work with or without changes.
New edition is a publication of the work published by this publisher for the first 

time, as well as from the new set, or in a revised version, or in a new decorative and 
technical design and printing version.

Enlarged edition is a reedition that contains additions in the form of separate 
chapters, sections, paragraphs, illustrations.

Corrected edition is a reedition, where the author eliminated previously made 
inaccuracies, corrected actual mistakes without radical alteration of the text of the 
work.
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Revised edition is a reedition, where an entire text or a significant part of it has 
been changed in comparison with a previous edition.

Vetted edition is a reedition, which text contains editorial corrections in the form 
of clarifications, changes in wording, replacement of outdated information with new 
one.

Extended edition is a reedition, which text is thematically extended in 
comparison with the previous edition.

Stereotyped edition is a reedition without changes.
Repeat edition is a stereotyped edition, immediately issued after the previous 

one.
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Appendix B 
(informative)

Examples of drawing up output information: title page, the second and last
pages of the monographs

«Эбш^ас CaFbiHOB атындаFы 
КараFанды техникальщ университет» КЕ АК

Д.Д. ДЖАНТАСОВА 
С.К. РАСУЛИЕВА

КОЛЛЕДЖДЩ ОКУ УРД1СШДЕ АГЫЛШЫН Т1Л1Н ОКЫТУДА 
ЗАМАНАУИ ТЕХНОЛОГИЯЛАРДЫ КОЛДАНУДЬЩ ГЫЛЫМИ-

ПРАКТИКАЛЬЩ НЕГ1ЗДЕР1

Университеттщ Гылыми кецес бекггкен

КараFанды 2022
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NLC «ABYLKAS SAGINOV KARAGANDA
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY»

N.F. ABAYEVA, I.I. YERAKHTINA

FORMATION OF COGNITIVE INTEREST OF TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

STUDENTS

Approved by Academic Council

Karaganda 2022
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ЭОЖ 373 
КБЖ 74.102 
Д94

Университеттщ Гылыми-техникалык кецес1 ^сыютан
П1к1р берушшер:

Китибаева А.К. -  PhD, шет тшдер кафедрасынын окытушысы, 
Е.А.Бекетов атындаFы КараFанды университет 

Жакупова Ш.С. -  фл.к., доцент, «Эбшкас СаFынов атындаFы 
КараFанды техникалык университет» КЕ АК

Джантасова Д.Д.
Д94 Колледждщ оку YPДiсiнде аFылшын т1л1н окытуда заманауи 

технологияларды колданудыц Fылыми-практикалык нег1здер1:
Монография / Д.Д. Джантасова, С.К. Расулиева. -  КараFанды: 

«Эбшкас СаFынов атындаFы КараFанды техникалык университет»
КЕ АК баспасы, 2022.- 115 б.

ISBN___________

Такырыптын, максаты мен мшдеттер1 койылып, аFылшын тшн 
окытудаFы заманауи технологияларынын колданылу кызметш аныктауFа

арналFан.
Жана заман талабы бш кт азамат, бшм1 жоFары, шет мемлекеттердщ 

бшм стандартына бэсеке бола алатын маман даярлап шышаруды талап 
етуде,сондыктан ел1м1зде шет тшн менгеру жоFары денгейде каркындап

отыр.
Монография каз1рп замашы окыту технологияларын каркынды 

колданатын мамандарFа, Fылыми ^йымдар мен оку орындарынын
кызметкерлерше арналFан.

ЭОЖ 373 
КБЖ 74.102

ISBN____________ © «Эбшкас СаFынов атындаFы КараFанды
________________________ техникалык университет!» КЕ АК, 2022
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УДК 621.6.072 
ББК 38.625 

К 83

Рекомендовано
Научно-техническим советом НАО «Карагандинского технического 

университета имени Абылкаса Сагинова»

Рецензенты:
Жакулин А.С. - доктор технических наук, профессор НАО 

«Карагандинского технического университета имени Абылкаса Сагинова»; 
Абильдин С.К. - кандидат технических наук, эксперт ТОО «Компания

комплексной экспертизы».

Кропачев П.А.
К83 Оценка эксплуатационной надежности фундаментов зданий 
и сооружений: Монография / П.А. Кропачев. - Караганда: Изд-во НАО 

«Карагандинского технического университета имени Абылкаса
Сагинова», 2022. -  93 с.

ISBN____________

Изложены основы научно-технического сопровождения геотехнических 
систем, эксплуатируемых в условиях водонасыщенных грунтов основания, 

критерии оценки эксплуатационной надежности фундаментов при 
восстановлении и реконструкции зданий и сооружений. Значительное 
внимание уделено разработке эффективных технических решений по 

усилению фундаментов, имеющих значительные повреждения в результате 
подтопления, в системе «основание-сооружение».

Монография предназначена для специалистов, работников научных 
организаций и учебных заведений, докторантов и магистрантов, 

специализирующихся в области научно -технического сопровождения 
строительства зданий и сооружений.

УДК 621.6.072 
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Appendix C 
(informative)

Examples of drawing up a bibliographical description of the used sources

One-volume editions of the books
1. Ridel' R.I. Prognozirovaniye i optimizatsiya. - M.: Nedra, 2014. ili Ridel' 

R.I. Prognozirovaniye i optimizatsiya. M.: Nedra, 2014. 196 s.
Romeyko B.C., Shestopal A.I., Perepon A.A, Plastmassovyye 

truboprovody. - M.: Vyssh. shk., 2013. - S.100-125.
2. Obmotki elektricheskikh mashin / V.I. Zimin, M.YA. Kotlan, A.M. Paley i 

dr. M.: Energoatomizdat, 2012. 228 s.
3. Proyektirovaniye elektricheskikh mashin / Pod red. I.P. Kopylova. M.: 

Vyssh. shk., 2008. 495 s.
4. Katsman M.M. Elektricheskiye mashiny: Ucheb. dlya uchashchikhsya 

elektrotekhn. spets. tekhnikumov. - 2-ye izd., pererab. i dop. - M.: Vyssh. shk., 2010.
- 463 s.

5. Asinkhronnyye dvigateli serii 4A: Spravochnik / A.E. Kravchik, M.M. 
Shlaf, V.I. Afonin, Ye.A. Sobolevskaya. M.: Energoatomizdat, 2013.

6. Gidrogeneratory / I.A. Glebov, V.V. Dombrovskiy, A.A. Dukshtau i dr. L.: 
Energoatomizdat, 2012. 366 s.

Multi-volume editions of the books
1. Petrov G.I. Elektricheskiye mashiny. CH.II. Asinkhronnyye i sinkhronnyye 

mashiny. M.: Vyssh.shk., 2011.
2. Kostenko G.N., Piotrovskiy L.M. Elektricheskiye mashiny. L.: 

Energoatomizdat, 2012. CH.I; 2013. CH.II.
3. Savel'yev I.V. Kurs obshey fiziki: Ucheb. posobiye dlya studentov vtuzov. - 

2-ye izd., pererab. - M.: Nauka, 2014.
T.I: Mekhanika. Molekulyarnaya fizika. - 432 s.
Т.2: Elektrichestvo i magnetizm. Volny. Optika. - 496 s.
Т.З: Kvantovaya optika. Atomnaya fizika. Fizika tvordogo tela. Fizika atomnogo 

yadra i elementarnykh chastits. - 304 s.
4. Elektrotekhnicheskiy spravochnik. T.2 / Pod obshch. red. professorov MEI 

(gl.red. I.N.Orlov). - 7-ye izd. M.: Energoatomizdat, 2012. 712 s.
Collections of articles
1. Lopukhov V.I., Kononenko V.D., Mal'chevskaya N.F. K raschotu 

parametrov zakruchennogo potoka v gorizontal'nom truboprovode // Inzhenernyye 
metody resheniya prakticheskikh zadach v sanitarnoy tekhnike: Sb. st. / Volgogr. 
inzh.-stroit. in-t. Volgograd, 2014. S.3.

2. Krymov V.G. Osobennosti tekhnologii defosforatsii chuguna i stali // Trudy 
KuzPI. 2009. № 46. S. 237-248.

3. Taukelev R.A. Sovershenstvovaniye sistemy ventilyatsii shakht //
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Progressivnyye tekhnologicheskiye skhemy razrabotki poleznykh iskopayemykh: Sb. 
nauch. trudov / KarPTI. Karaganda, 2012.

4. Modelirovaniye optimal'noy nadozhnosti mashin i mekhanizmov. V.K. 
Smailov, Z.S. Kravtsov, T.A. Yeromin, V.I. Zakirov // Novyye tekhnologii v 
mashinostroyenii: Materialy nauch.-tekhn. konf. - Penza, 1996. - S.26-31.

Articles in the periodicals
1. Sherekina T. A. Antikorroziynaya zashchita shakhtnogo oborudovaniya // 

Ugol'. 2014. № 6. S.37-39.
2. Stavrogin A.N. Issledovaniye predel'nykh sostoyaniy i deformatsiy gornykh 

porod // Izv. AN SSSR. Fizika zemli. - 1969. - № 12.
3. Kalinin A.I. I vechen vneshniy tsvet // Izvestiya. - 2011. - 26 okt.
4. Programmnoye obespecheniye dlya obrabotki geograficheskoy informatsii / 

YU.R. Arkhipov, V.M. Moskovkin, M.V. Panasyuk i dr. // Vestn. Mosk. un-ta. Ser.5, 
Geografiya. - 2014. - № 4. - C.102-103.

Research reports
1. Provedeniye ispytaniy i issledovaniy teplotekhnicheskikh svoystv kamer 

KXC-2-I2-B3: Otchot o NIR (promezhutoch.) / Vsesoyuz. Zaoch. in-t pishch. prom- 
sti (VZIPP); Rukovoditel' V.M. Shavra. - 0TS0 102TZ; № GR80057138; Inv. № 
B119699. - M., 1981.- 90 s.

2. Razrabotka i sozdaniye avtomatizirovannoy sistemy upravleniya gornym 
transportom. Ispytaniye, korrektirovka i otladka programmnogo obespecheniya 
avtomatizirovannoy sistemy na baze seti personal'nykh EVM. CH.1: Otchot o NIR 
(zaklyuchit.) / Karagandinskiy politekh. in-t (KarPTI); Rukovoditel' I.M. Al'ter. - 
38.01.07; № GR0196RK02138; Inv. № 0297PK0035I. - Karaganda, 1997.

Patent documents
1. A.s. 1007970 SSSR, MKI V25 J15/00. Ustroystvo dlya zakhvata 

neoriyentirovannykh detaley tipa valov / V.S. Kumeykin (SSSR), -№ 3360585/25-08; 
Zayav. 23.11.91; Opubl. 30.03.83, Byul. № 12.

2. Pat. 1007559 SSSR, MKI F02 M 35/10. Vpusknoy truboprovod dlya 
dvigatelya vnutrennego sgoraniya / M.Urbinati, A.Mannini (Italiya). - № 
2782807/25-06; Zayav. 25.06.79; Opubl. 23.03.83, Byul. № 11; Prioritet 26.06.79, № 
68493A/78 (Italiya).

Normative technical documents and technical documents
1. GOST 12.1.003-83 Shum. Obshchiye trebovaniya bezopasnosti.
2. Kabeli radiochastotnyye: [Sbornik]: GOST 11326.0-78, GOST 11326.1-79.
3. Normy tekhnologicheskogo proyektirovaniya ugol'nykh i slantsevykh shakht. 

Razd. «Glavnyy uchastkovyy vodootliv»: VNTP24-81 / Minugleprom SSSR: vved. 
01.01.82.

4. Preyskurant № 19-08. Optovyye tseny na reduktory i mufty soyedinitel'nyye: 
Utv. Goskomtsen SSSR 12.08,80: Vvod. v deystviye 01.01.82.-M.: Preyskurantizdat, 
1980. - 60 s.
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Deposited scientific works
1. Vakhnitskaya T.A., Kovalov N.R. Upravleniye material'nym obespecheniyem 

remontov / AN SSSR. Dal'nevost. nauchn. tsentr. In-t ekon. issled. - Khabarovsk, 
1983. - 78 s. - Dep. v ION AN SSSR 15.09.83, № 13934.

2. Petrov K.S. Raschot tokov korotkogo zamykaniya / Karagand. Politekh. in-t. - 
Karaganda, 1996. - 23 s. - Dep. v KazgosINTI RK 25.03.96, № 03572.

3. Dzhunsheyev R.Ye. Problemy cheloveka v kazakhskom prosveshchenii// 
Materialy IV nauch. konf. aspirantov i soiskateley (25 fevr.1982g.): Sbornik / AN 
Kaz.SSR, In-t filosofii i prava/ - Alma-Ata, 1982.- S.2-13. - Dep. v IIION AN SSSR 
10.10.82, № 11348.

Dissertations
Lur'ye R.A. Issledovaniye oborudovaniya s pnevmovakuumnym privodom dlya 

zakhvata, peremeshcheniya i fiksatsii pri obrabotke poristykh stroitel'nykh izdeliy: 
Dis. ... kand.tekhn.nauk: 05.05.04.- Zashchishchena 09.11.82; Utv. 11.05.83; 048200 
16743. - M., 1982. - 212 s.
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Appendix D 
(mandatory)

F.01-2022
Coordination sheet

Position Full name Date Signature
QMR Zhetessova G.S. 13.0 Ш
Vice Rector for scientific work JjsatW op J  2 1Ч.ОУ. 22^^ —4
Acting director of the 
Department of Science and 
Innovation

Suleev B.D. №.01.22
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Appendix E 
(mandatory)

F.02-2022
Familiarization sheet

Position Full name Date Signature
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